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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a current

shutting off function having high volume productivity,

accurate breaking strength, and high reliability by

arranging a pair of facing ventilation holes formed at both

ends of a separating line part surrounding a connecting

part and an easily breakable part between the ventilation

hole edges in a lower metal foil valve of upper and lower

metal foil valves interposing an insulating gasket

between surrounding edges and having the connecting

part welded to the central part.

SOLUTION: An upper metal foil valve 17 having a PTC

element 20 on the top surface has a C-shaped easily

breakable thin part 24 in the surrounding of a recess 23

in the center. A separating line part 29 of a C-shaped slit

surrounding a connecting part 28, a pair of triangular ventilation holes 30A connecting to the

separating line part 29, and an easily breakable part 31 in the remaining part are formed in a

projection 27 in the center of a lower metal foil valve 18 welded to the C-shaped easily
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breakable thin part 24 in the connecting part 28. When the inner pressure of a battery reaches

the specified value, the easily breakable part 31 is broken by the reverse turning of the recess

23, a part surrounded by the separating line part 29 is separated together with the upper

metal foil valve 17, current is shut off, and the thin part 24 is cleaved in the next stage. The

straight line distance L between both hole edges of the ventilation hole 30A for setting the

breaking strength is short.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the explosion-proof obturation

board for closed mold cells used for the obturation of the nonaqueous electrolyte cell of closed mold

which has high-energy densities, such as a closed mold cell, especially a lithium secondary battery, and

its manufacture method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, portable-izing of electronic equipment, such as an AV
equipment or a personal computer, and cordless-ization are progressing quickly, the nonaqueous

electrolyte (organic-solvent system electrolytic solution) rechargeable battery represented by the alkaline

battery and lithium secondary battery of the high-capacity-ized various kinds as a drive power supply of

these pocket device is suitable, and using these nonaqueous electrolyte rechargeable battery as the

closed mold which excelled [ density / high-energy ] in the load characteristic is promoted further.

[0003] By the way, by the nonaqueous electrolyte cell of closed mold with a high energy density, since

the so-called J. von Neumann method which consumes the gas which occurs inside a cell by the counter

electrode is not employable, it is necessary to avoid a surcharge and an overdischarge. However, when
an equipment failure, overcharge or misuse containing a battery charger, etc. arises, the power

generation element inside a cell causes a chemical reaction, for example, the electrolytic solution and an

active material decompose by the anomalous reaction by the surcharge, the short circuit, etc., in

connection with it, inside a cell, gas occurs unusually and cell internal pressure becomes excessive. In

order to prevent generating of such a problem certainly beforehand, when cell internal pressure exceeds

the set point, the explosion-proof safety device which opens a valve element and discharges gas is added

to this kind of cell from the former.

[0004] Furthermore, in a nonaqueous electrolyte rechargeable battery, since the charging current

continues flowing when it changes into a overcharge state, there is also a possibility of the electrolytic

solution and an active material continuing decomposing and carrying out a temperature rise rapidly.

Then, the positive explosion-proof safe mechanism which intercepts energization current completely in

advance of eccrisis of gas is prepared in this kind of cell by detecting that cell internal pressure rose to

the predetermined value.

[0005] As such an explosion-proof safe mechanism, the thing of composition of being shown, for

example in drawing 8 is known (refer to JP,6-215747,A). This explosion-proof safe mechanism is a

conductive state, only by intervening and accumulating the upside valve element 1 and the terminal

assembly 2 which has an air hole 3 in an insulating gasket 10 between each periphery sections and a

valve element 1 and a terminal assembly 2 leading the welding 4 of each center section. Usually,

sometimes, energization current flows through a welding 4 on a valve element 1, the PTC element 8, and

the metal cap 9 from a plate (not shown), a lead object (not shown), the metal case 7, and a terminal

assembly 2, and functions as a cell. And when cell internal pressure rises to a predetermined value, with

the stress which deforms the valve element 1 which receives this cell internal pressure through the air
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hole 5 of the metal case 7, and the air hole 3 of a terminal assembly 2 in the internal pressure operation

direction (upper part of drawing), a valve element 1 exfoliates from the welding 4 of a terminal

assembly 2, and intercepts energization current.

[0006] By the way, by the above-mentioned explosion-proof safe mechanism, since it was necessary to

weld the predetermined parts of a valve element 1 and a terminal assembly 2 to the low welding

intensity which can exfoliate with fixed cell internal pressure on the occasion of formation of a welding

4, the ultrasonic welding which can be welded was adopted as such low welding intensity. However,

ultrasonic welding makes only the front face of the joint of a weldment-ed cause the dissolution by

oscillating generation of heat, and welds weldments-ed, and since there are many unstable elements,

dispersion surely produces it about welding intensity. On the other hand, by the above-mentioned

explosion-proof safe mechanism, since the circuit-break-voltage force for intercepting current with this

welding intensity is set up, the circuit-break-voltage force is different according to dispersion in welding

intensity, and the fault which cannot be set as constant value has it. Although current will be intercepted

before cell internal pressure reaches a predetermined value, or cell internal pressure has reached the

predetermined value conversely by that cause, un-arranging [ of current not being intercepted ] will

arise.

[0007] Then, the explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold cells as shown in drawing 9 is

proposed. In case this explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold cells intercepts current by

elevation of cell internal pressure, it is not influenced of welding intensity. That is, as for this explosion-

proof obturation board, the explosion-proof valve system is constituted by the up metallic foil valve

element 1 1 and the lower metallic foil valve element 12, and other composition is the same as that of the

thing of drawing 8 . Up ******** 13 which consists of a thin-walled part of a plane view the

configuration of C characters is formed in a center section at the up metallic foil valve element 1 1, and

lower ******** 14 which becomes the lower metallic foil valve element 12 from the thin-walled part of

the small plane view round shape of a path rather than up ******** 13 i s formed in the center section.

Each center section of each other is welded by the relative position which each ******** 13 and 14

counters in the shape of the said heart, and, as for both these metallic foil valve elements 1 1 and 12, the

welding 15 is formed. Here, lower ******** 14 is low set up in breaking strength to up ******** 13.

[0008] The above-mentioned explosion-proof obturation board is electrically connected only through the

welding 15 of the center section of both the metallic foil valve elements 1 1 and 12, and since the circuit-

break-voltage force is set up with the breaking strength of lower ******** 14 formed with the stamp

means, it is not influenced of dispersion in the welding intensity of a welding 15. That is, when cell

internal pressure rises to a predetermined value, whole circular lower ******** 14 i s fractured, the inner

direction part of lower ******** 14 in the lower metallic foil valve element 12 estranges from the lower

metallic foil valve element 12 to the Japanese common chestnut ************ metallic foil valve

element 1 1 and one, and energization current is intercepted. When cell internal pressure rises further, up
******** 13 fractures and carries out opening, and discharges gas outside. With this explosion-proof

obturation board, since it is not necessary to make a welding 15 exfoliate, a welding 15 can be formed in

firm welding intensity by laser welding which can be welded. Therefore, since the circuit-break-voltage

force is set up with the breaking strength of lower ******** 14 formed with a stamp means etc., it is not

influenced at all of dispersion in welding intensity.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Although the above-mentioned explosion-proof obturation

board demonstrates an explosion-proof safeguard remarkable as mentioned above, the following

problems remain. That is, lower ******** 14 is a circle configuration surrounding a welding 15, its

whole length is comparatively long, and the circuit-break-voltage force is set up with the breaking

strength by the sum of the whole thickness of above-mentioned long lower ******** 14. Therefore,

since it is necessary to manage lower ******** 14 in the uniform thickness ofmum order correctly, and

to form it in it very thinly over the whole, it lacks in mass-production nature. And dispersion surely

produces lower ******** 14 from forming in very thin thickness, though processing which controls a

stamp means with high precision is given in thickness. Moreover, the part it is begun to fracture circular
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lower ******** 14 since a fracture pressure acts equally to the whole is not specified, but fracture

operation tends to become unstable. Therefore, the circuit-break-voltage force tends to become the low

thing of reliability according to the above uneasy point factor.

[0010] Then, this invention cancels an above-mentioned trouble, can form correctly in predetermined

breaking strength ******** made to fracture with predetermined cell internal pressure by the

manufacture means excellent in mass-production nature, and aims at offering the explosion-proof

obturation board for closed mold cells which can obtain a reliable current interception function^ndjte

manufacture method. —
.

~ -

. ~ ^r^ss^^s^^^^-^

-feoriT

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, while this invention

seals opening of the cell case which contained the power generation element In the explosion-proof

obturation board for closed mold cells which a part fractures and intercepts energization current when

cell internal pressure rises to the set point Among those periphery sections, both the metallic foil valve

element of the upper part which has conductivity, and the lower part intervenes, and piles up an

insulating gasket. And it flows through each center-section grade electrically only through the

connection welded mutually. Both the aforementioned metallic foil valve element stations a metal cap in

the upper part of the aforementioned up metallic foil valve element, and it comes to insert it into a metal

case, the aforementioned lower metallic foil valve element The air hole of the couple which it is formed

[
couple ]

successively by the separation line part prepared so that the aforementioned connection might

be surrounded, and the both ends of the aforementioned part lose-contact section, and phase opposite is

carried out [ couple ], and makes cell internal pressure act on the aforementioned up metallic foil valve

element, When it is formed of the portion between each hole edge sections in which both the

aforementioned air holes carry out phase opposite, it has ******** fractured when cell internal pressure

reaches a predetermined value and cell internal pressure reaches a predetermined value When the

aforementioned ******** fractures in response to the stress by the deformation to the upper part of the

aforementioned up metallic foil valve element, it is constituted so that the portion surrounded by the

aforementioned part lose-contact section, both the aforementioned air holes, and the aforementioned
******** may dissociate with the aforementioned up metallic foil valve element.

[0012] If it goes up to the predetermined value to which cell internal pressure was set with the breaking

strength of ******** of a lower metallic foil valve element, the above-mentioned explosion-proof

obturation board for closed mold cells deforms into convex the up metallic foil valve element which

receives this pressure through the air hole of a lower metallic foil valve element towards the upper part,

by it, shearing force will act on ******** of a lower metallic foil valve element, and ******** wiH

fracture it. Thereby, both the metallic foil valve element that had flowed only by the portion surrounded

by the part lose-contact section in a lower metallic foil valve element, both air holes, and ********

having led the connection in order to separate from a lower metallic foil valve element with an up

metallic foil valve element by the connection estranges, and energization current is intercepted.

[0013] it is set up with the length of the straight line to which the breaking strength of ********

connects between each hole edge sections of the air hole of a couple with this explosion-proof obturation

board for closed mold cells, and the length of the above-mentioned straight line is alike and short as

compared with circular ******** of the conventional explosion-proof obturation board therefore, since

it is easy to be able to thicken only the part which length was markedly alike when setting it as the same

breaking strength as ******** of the former [********
] ?
and became short, and to make regularity the

whole lower metallic foil valve element thickness, ******** can be correctly set up to predetermined

breaking strength by management of only the interval of the air hole of a couple, the air hole of this

couple is pierced, and it can manufacture at an exact interval by processing Since it can be correctly

formed in the breaking strength which set up ******** while it is excellent in mass-production nature,

since the marking which needs the conventional highly precise control is not used for this explosion-

proof obturation board, dispersion does not produce it in the circuit-break-voltage force.

[0014] In the aforementioned invention, it is desirable to form the connection of both the metallic foil

valve element of the upper part and the lower part in the position which shifted in which direction on the
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line parallel to the aforementioned straight line to the middle point of the straight line which connects

between each hole edge sections of both air holes.

[0015] the whole pulls ******** horizontally by this, and it is not raising **, the state where the

connection formed in the position [ middle point / of ********] shifted tears in the direction of slant

will fracture, and when predetermined cell internal pressure is reached, it is fractured smoothly and

stably

[0016] In the aforementioned invention, it is desirable to prepare the fixed part which fixes a lower

metallic foil valve element to a metal case locally in the periphery close-attendants side position to

[0017] Thereby, when the lower metallic foil valve element has been pulled by the up metallic foil valve

element through a connection, since it is held as the periphery close-attendants side part of ******** in

a lower metallic foil valve element has not been pulled by the metal case through a fixed part, it does not

produce ******** that breaking strength varies in response to the influence by the malleability of a

lower metallic foil valve element or deformation of an insulating gasket. Therefore, this explosion-proof

obturation board is combined with the ability 0f ******** to be correctly set as predetermined breaking

strength only with the interval of the air hole of a couple, and can acquire high reliability in the circuit-

break-voltage force.

[0018] In the aforementioned invention, it is desirable to set up and form the central point of the

aforementioned fixed part on the line passing through the annular central point which contracts a fixed

part for a separation line part, both air holes, and ******* *
5
and the middle point of the straight line

which connects between each hole edge sections of both the aforementioned air holes.

[0019] Thereby, since a fixed part is formed corresponding to the middle point of ********, it can make

holding power with an equal rear spring supporter act on the whole ******** stably.

[0020] In the aforementioned invention, the welding which welded mutually the predetermined

confrontation part of a lower metallic foil valve element and a metal case can constitute a fixed part.

[0021] Thereby, when the lower metallic foil valve element has been pulled by the up metallic foil valve

element through a connection, it can hold certainly so that a periphery close-attendants side part cannot

be pulled up in a metal case to ******** in a lower metallic foil valve element.

[0022] In the aforementioned invention, it can also consider as the composition the pressure welding of

the lower metallic foil valve element is locally carried out [ composition ] strongly to a metal case by the

heights which prepared the fixed part in the metal case or the insulating gasket.

[0023] Thereby, when the lower metallic foil valve element has been pulled by the up metallic foil valve

element through a connection, it can hold certainly so that a periphery close-attendants side part may be

strongly inserted locally in an insulating gasket and a metal case and cannot be pulled up to ********
in

a lower metallic foil valve element.

[0024] In the aforementioned invention, while forming the air hole of the couple of a lower metallic foil

valve element in the shape of a polygon, it is desirable to form both the things of the same configuration

in symmetrical arrangement.

[0025] If phase opposite of the corner of the shape of the polygon is carried out and the air hole of a

couple is formed by this, while being able to form the interval of both air holes in a predetermined value

correctly, the fracture part of ******** can be mostly specified on the straight line which connects each

corner of both air holes, and ******** can be formed in predetermined breaking strength easily and

correctly.

[0026] In the aforementioned invention, as a slit of a C character configuration, the separation line part

of a lower metallic foil valve element can be formed so that the both ends may be opened for free

passage to the air hole of a couple, respectively.

[0027] While being able to form easily by processing which pierced the separation line part and was

excellent in mass-production nature, such as processing, by this, it will be in the state where the annular

portion surrounding the connection in a lower metallic foil valve element intervened only ********
?
and

it connected with a part for this soma of a lower metallic foil valve element, and since it can set up only

with the breaking strength determined by the length and thickness of ********, the circuit-break-
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voltage force can be set up correctly.

[0028] In the aforementioned invention, it is desirable to form so that the straight line which connects

between each hole edge sections of the air hole of the aforementioned couple for ******** 0f a iower

metallic foil valve element may agree in the line direction by the reduction roll at the time of

manufacturing the aforementioned lower metallic foil valve element.

[0029] Thereby, ******** can be made to always fracture stably.

[0030] In the aforementioned invention, the fracture convention line which consists of a perforation

formed along with the straight line which connects between the hole edge sections of the air hole of a

couple to ******** of a lower metallic foil valve element, or a narrow slot can be formed.

[0031] Thereby, since a fracture part is certainly prescribed to ******** by the fracture convention line

part, it can make fracture operation able to perform stably and smoothly, and can set the circuit-break-

voltage force as a predetermined value much more certainly.

[0032] In the aforementioned invention, the concave section to which the amount of center section

bulged towards the lower part in the up metallic foil valve element is prepared. In a lower metallic foil

valve element, the amount of center section bulges towards the upper part, and the periphery of the

bulge portion is met. A separation line part, The height in which the air hole and ******** 0f a couple

allotted annularly, and were formed is prepared, and both the aforementioned metallic foil valve element

can consider as the composition connected with electric switch-on through the connection which welded

mutually the contact part of the aforementioned concave section and the aforementioned height by

welding.

[0033] Thereby, when forming a connection by welding between both metallic foil valve elements, since

the concave section and the height of both the metallic foil valve element can hold each points in the

adhesion state, without using a maintenance means, poor welding and punching do not arise and they

can form a firm connection with the sufficient yield.

[0034] The manufacture method of the explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold cells of this

invention Manufacture of the explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold cells which has the fixed

part which consists of a welding which welded mutually the predetermined confrontation part of a lower

metallic foil valve element and a metal case is faced. The lower metallic foil valve element which has

the height in which the amount of center section bulged towards the upper part is inserted into a metal

case. The process which welds the predetermined part of the periphery section and the confrontation part

of a metal case in the aforementioned lower metallic foil valve element mutually by laser welding, and

forms a fixed part, The up metallic foil valve element which has the concave section in which the

amount of center section bulged towards the lower part is inserted into the aforementioned metal case.

The process at which an insulating gasket is placed between, each periphery portion of both the

aforementioned metallic foil valve element is laid, and each point grade of the aforementioned concave

section and the aforementioned height is contacted mutually, It has the process which each periphery

portion of whose in both the aforementioned metallic foil valve element is pinched from the upper and

lower sides with a fixture, and is fixed, and the process which welds mutually the part of the

aforementioned concave section and the aforementioned height which contacts mutually by laser

welding, and forms a connection.

[0035] By the manufacture method of the above-mentioned explosion-proof obturation board for closed

mold cells, since it sticks without a crevice on the occasion of formation of a fixed part even if both the

metal cases and periphery portions of a lower metallic foil valve element that are the mutual part which

should be welded are flat sides and it does not press directly, laser welding can be carried out

convenient. Moreover, it faces forming a connection by laser welding, and since the points grade of each

concave section of both the metallic foil valve element and the height is stuck to the state where there is

no crevice, poor welding and punching do not arise and it can form a firm connection with the sufficient

yield.

[0036]

[Embodiments of the Invention] It explains referring to a drawing about the gestalt of desirable

operation of this invention hereafter. Drawing 1 (a) is the plan of the lower metallic foil valve element
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[ in / this explosion-proof obturation board / in drawing of longitudinal section and this drawing (b)

showing the explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold cells concerning the gestalt of operation

of the 1st of this invention ] 18. In this drawing this explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold

cells<£he thin up metallic foil yaLve-d^ thin lower metallic foil

'insulating gasket 19 of the shapeoTa^ring which intervened between each periphery portions of both the

metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18, The PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) element 20 of the

shape of a ring put on the upper surface of the periphery section of the up metallic foil valve element 18,

It has the metal case 22 made from aluminum where it has two or more air hole 22a which is made to

insert the above-mentioned each part material in the state of a laminating, and holds it with the metal cap

21 who has two or more exhaust hole 21a laid on this PTC element 20.

[0037] An outer diameter consists of an aluminum disk which has the flexibility which is 12.7mm by

0.10mm in thickness, and the up metallic foil valve element 17 has the concave section 23 to which the

center section turned caudad and bulged in the curve configuration, and the thin-walled part 24 of

******** which used the stamp of a C character configuration for the circumference of this concave

section 23, and was formed. On the other hand, an outer diameter consists of an aluminum disk which

has the flexibility which is 13.5mm by 0. 10mm in thickness, and the lower metallic foil valve element

18 has the height 27 in which the amount of the center section bulged towards the upper part. Both the

metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18 are connected to^ctricswitch-on only through the connection

28 which it comes to weld mutually by carrying outTaser wefding of the part which shifted from each
~"

centraTpoint S ol both the metallic toil vaivg^grnents 17 and 18 shown in (b) locally.

[0038] It has ******** 31 which becomes the lower metallic foil valve element 18 from the residual

portion in which the air holes 3OA and 30A of the couple of the shape of a triangle which is formed

successively^ the part lose-contact section 29v^chj^sj the

~£SQfigiO£^ 28 might

be surrounded, ^dThe both ends of this separation line part 29, respectively, andxantes^ut^phase

opposite, and both these air holes 30A and 30A Moreover, to ******** 3 1, in the connection 28, laser

welding of the near part of an opposite side is carried out to the metal case 22, and, as for the lower

metallic foil valve element 18, the fixed part 32 is formed.

[0039] The air holes 30A and 30A of a couple have the shape of same triangle, carry out phase opposite

of each corner, and are formed in symmetrical arrangement. As for ******** 31, the fracture part is

mostly prescribed that a dashed line illustrates to (b) by carrying out phase opposite of the corner of the

shape of each triangle of the air holes 30A and 30A of a couple, and breaking strength when length [ of

the fracture part ] L and thickness receive cell internal pressure is set up. Furthermore, ******** 31 is

formed so that the straight line shown in (b) which connects between each hole edge sections of the air

holes 30A and 30A of a couple with a dashed line may agree in the line direction 33 by the reduction

roll at the time of manufacturing the lower metallic foil valve element 18.

[0040] The above-mentioned connection 28 is shifted and formed in the direction of either on the line R
parallel to the straight line which connects between each hole edge sections of both the air holes 30A

and 30A in ******** 31 to the central point S of both the metallic foil section valve elements 17 and 18.

Therefore, you may form a connection 28 in the part shown according to the two-dot chain line of (b).

Moreover, on the line passing through the middle point of the straight line which connects between each

hole edge sections of both the air holes 30A and 30A to the above-mentioned central point S, a fixed

part 32 sets up the central point of welding, and is formed.

[0041] Where the PTC element 20 and the metal cap 21 are piled up on both the metallic foil valve

elements 17 and 18 that intervened and piled up the insulating gasket 19, it inserts into the metal case

22, and the upper part of the metal case 22 is caulked in the inner direction, and the above-mentioned

explosion-proof obturation boards are assembly ********. this explosion-proof obturation board -- the

cell case 34 - inserting » facing -- as shown in (a), after connecting to the metal case 22 the lead object

38 derived from the group of electrode 37 held in the cell case 34 by welding and pouring the

electrolytic solution into a group of electrode 37, an insulating gasket 39 is made to be placed between
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the circumferences, and opening of the cell case 34 is equipped with the explosion-proof obturation

board assembled as mentioned above After it, if the upper-limit portion of the cell case 34 is caulked in

the inner direction, an explosion-proof obturation board will seal the cell case 34.

[0042] Next, an operation of the closed mold cell which comes to seal opening of the cell case 34 with

the above-mentioned explosion-proof obturation board is explained. Energization current flows through

a connection 28 on the up metallic foil valve element 17, the PTC element 20, and the metal cap 21 from

a group of electrode 37, the lead object 38, the metal case 22, and the lower metallic foil valve element

18, and functions as a cell. By this closed mold cell, an explosion-proof safeguard functions on a three-

stage. First, the 1st explosion-proof safeguard is explained. When excessive current flows, the PTC
element 20 reaches operating temperature for a short time, resistance increases, and reduction

maintenance of the energization current is carried out sharply. Thereby, an external short circuit or the

remarkable injury on the cell by the misuse in excessive current can be prevented.

[0043] By the way, in a lithium secondary battery, the overcharge by no controlling according to failure

of a battery charger etc., reverse charge, or when many in-series overdischarges etc. occur, even if it is

the current value below the operating current of the above-mentioned PTC element 20, the safe

allowable current of a cell is exceeded and cell internal pressure rises in many cases. In this case, when

it continues further and current flows on a cell, being accompanied by decomposition of the electrolytic

solution and an active material etc., cell temperature rises rapidly and there is a possibility of generating

an excessive quantity of gas or a steam. Then, the 2nd explosion-proof safeguard which detects cell

internal pressure and intercepts energization current completely acts.

[0044] Namely, if it goes up to the predetermined value to which cell internal pressure was set with the

breaking strength of ******** 3 1 of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 The up metallic foil valve

element 17 which receives this pressure through air hole 22a of the metal case 22, and air hole 30A of

the lower metallic foil valve element 18 As shown in drawing 2 , the concave section 23 is reversed and

it deforms into convex towards the upper part, and by it, shearing force acts on ******** 31 of the

lower metallic foil valve element 18, and ******** 31 fractures. Thereby, both the metallic foil valve

elements 17 and 18 that had flowed only by the portion surrounded by the part lose-contact section 29 in

the lower metallic foil valve element 18, both the air holes 3OA and 3 OA, and ******** 3 1 having led

the connection 28 in order to separate from the lower metallic foil valve element 18 with the up metallic

foil valve element 17 estrange, and energization current is intercepted. Here, since the thin-walled part

24 of the up metallic foil valve element 17 is set as breaking strength higher than ******** 31 and it

prevents that the up metallic foil valve element 17 maintains a state as it is, and the electrolytic solution

leaks and comes out of it at the time of current interception, it does not arise that the electrolytic solution

adheres to the PTC element 20, or the electrolytic solution leaks out outside and corrodes a device.

[0045] When cell internal pressure continues rising further after it, the 3rd explosion-proof safeguard

acts. That is, if the predetermined value to which a lot of gas or steams occurred, and cell internal

pressure was set with the breaking strength of the thin-walled part 24 of the up metallic foil valve

element 17 is reached, the thin-walled part 24 will cleave and the gas with which it was filled will be

discharged by the exterior of a cell from the metal cap's 21 exhaust hole 21a. The portion surrounded

here by the part lose-contact section 29 in the lower metallic foil valve element 18, both the air holes

30A and 30A, and ******** 31 is set as the annular configuration of a path smaller than the path of the

thin-walled part 24 of a C character configuration, and is opposite-**(ed) by the relative position

included in a thin-walled part 24. Therefore, a part of lower metallic foil valve element 18 which

estranged and has adhered to the up metallic foil valve element 17 cannot close the gas discharge hole

which carried out opening by fracture of the thin-walled part 24 in the up metallic foil valve element 17,

and it can carry out external eccrisis of the internal gas quickly also at the time of a lot of generation of

gas.

[0046] it is set up with length L of the straight line to which ******** 3 1 connects between each hole

edge sections of the air holes 30A and 30A of a couple with the above-mentioned explosion-proof

obturation board, and the thickness of the lower metallic foil valve element 18, and length L of a line is

alike and short as compared with ******** 14 of drawing 9 therefore, since it can perform easily only
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the part which length boiled ******** 31 markedly when setting it as breaking strength equivalent to

drawing 9 , and became short being thicker than the case of drawing 9 , being able to carry out, and

forming this whole lower metallic foil valve element 18 in fixed thickness, ******** 31 can be

correctly set up to predetermined breaking strength by management of only the interval of the air holes

30A and 30A of a couple They can acquire high reliability in the circuit-break-voltage force while they

are excellent in mass-production nature, since the air holes 30A and 30A of a couple do not use the

marking for which this explosion-proof obturation board needs the conventional highly precise control

since it pierces and can manufacture at an exact interval by processing.

[0047] And the above-mentioned explosion-proof obturation board makes fracture operation perform

stably, and can acquire high reliability while it can set the circuit-break-voltage force as accuracy further

by having provided the following various meanses. First, when the lower metallic foil valve element 18

has been pulled by the 1st by the up metallic foil valve element 17 through a connection 28, since the

near part of the outside of ******** 3 1 in the lower metallic foil valve element 18 is held so that it may

not estrange in the metal case 22 by the fixed part 32, it does not produce ******** 31 that breaking

strength varies in response to the influence by the malleability of the lower metallic foil valve element

18 or deformation of an insulating gasket 19. And since the fixed part 32 is formed corresponding to the

middle point of ******** 31, holding power with an equal rear spring supporter acts on the whole

stably at ******** 31.

[0048] when the whole pulled ******** 31 horizontally since the connection 28 was formed in the

position [ central point / of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 / S ] shifted in the above-mentioned

direction, and it is not raising **, and will be fractured in the state where a connection 28 tears in the

direction of slant and the predetermined cell pressure was reached / 2nd /, it is fractured smoothly and

stably Since it sets up and ******** 31 is formed so that the fracture direction specified by the opposite

corner of each triangle of the air holes 30A and 30A of a couple may be in agreement with the line

direction 33 by the reduction roll of the lower metallic foil valve element 18, it can obtain [ 3rd ] always

stabilized fracture operation. Thus, since ******** 31 is equipped with the requirements for the above

various fracture, dispersion does not produce it in the circuit-break-voltage force.

[0049] It measured with the test equipment which shows each circuit-break-voltage force of the

explosion-proof obturation board of the gestalt of implementation of the above 1st, and the conventional

explosion-proof obturation board of drawing 9 to drawing 3 . Namely, insert an explosion-proof

obturation board airtightly with the electrode objects 40 and 41 of a telescopic couple, and it sets in the

state where current was supplied to the explosion-proof obturation board from the power supply 42

through these electrode objects 40 and 41. It is high-pressure air added to an explosion-proof obturation

board through the electrode object 41 from the high-pressure air supply 43 Per second 0.6 kg/cm2 The

pressure up was carried out gradually and the indicated value of the pressure sensor 47 when a

galvanometer 44 detects that ******** 31 fractured and current was intercepted was measured as

circuit-break-voltage force. The result is shown in (Table 1).

[0050]

[Table 1]
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1 0.

1 1.

1 0.

1 0.

1 1.
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1

7

7

9

6

4

9

9

0

1 2. 5 kg/cm'

1 0. 8

1 3. 5

9. 8

1 1. 5

1 0. 7

1 0. 3

1 0. 5

8. 7

1 1. 2

10. 9 k g/c m' 11. Oks/cm 1

0.3 0 1.2 8

[0051] In the case of the explosion-proof obturation board of the gestalt of the above-mentioned

implementation, with the conventional explosion-proof obturation board, that standard deviation was

1.28 is decreasing sharply [ standard deviation ] to 0.30 so that clearly from this table 1. In addition,

standard deviation sigma was calculated based on the following formula (1). It sets at a ceremony (1)

and is xi. The circuit-break-voltage force and xO which were measured with the above-mentioned

equipment The average and n show a measurement count, respectively.

[0052]

[Equation 1]

2 (xi - x. )

o — U)

[0053] The part fractured is mostly prescribed by when ********3iofthe explosion-proof obturation

board of the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation carries out phase opposite of each corner of

the air holes 30A and 30A of the shape of a triangle of a couple. This ******** 3 1 may carry out phase

opposite of each corner of the air holes 30B and 30B of the circular couple shown in drawing 4 (a), or

the air holes 30C and 30C of the couple of the square configuration shown in this drawing (b), may be

formed, and may be formed among those corners. In this case, if one pair of any air holes 30B and 30C

are formed in symmetrical arrangement using the thing of the same configuration, the same disruptive

effect as the gestalt of the above-mentioned implementation can be acquired.

[0054] Drawing 5 is the plan showing the lower metallic foil valve element 18 in the explosion-proof

obturation board for closed mold cells concerning the gestalt of operation of the 2nd of this invention.

The perforation 48 which serves as a fracture convention line part along with the straight line which

connects between the hole edge sections of the air holes 30A and 30A of a triangle-like couple is formed

in ******** 3i
s
and this lower metallic foil valve element 18 of other composition is the same as that of

the gestalt of the 1st operation. Therefore, since a fracture part is certainly regulated by the perforation
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48, ******** 31 can make fracture operation able to perform stably and smoothly, and can set the

circuit-break-voltage force as a predetermined value much more certainly. In addition, even if it replaces

with a perforation 48 and forms the slot of thin meat, the same effect as the above can be acquired.

[0055] Drawing 6 is drawing of longitudinal section showing the explosion-proof obturation board for

closed mold cells concerning the gestalt of operation of the 3rd of this invention. It is only the

composition of the fixed part 49 prepared in the outside near part to ******** 31 of the lower metallic

foil valve element 18 that the explosion-proof obturation board of the gestalt of this operation differs

from the thing of the gestalt of the 1st and the 2nd operation, and other composition is the same as that

of the gestalt of each above-mentioned implementation.

[0056] The fixed part 49 of the gestalt of this operation prepares heights 22b which projects up in the

correspondence part of the near part by the side of the periphery of ******** 3 1 in the metal case 22,

and has composition by which the correspondence part of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 was

pushed up by this heights 22b, and the pressure welding was locally carried out strongly to the metal

case 22 between insulating gaskets 19. In addition, this fixed part 49 may be replaced with heights 22b

of the metal case 22, and may prepare and constitute the heights which project below in an insulating

gasket 19.

[0057] It prevents that a way part pushes against the metal case 22, and it can pull up outside ********

[ in / the lower metallic foil valve element 18 / when the inner direction part of the part lose-contact

section 29 in the lower metallic foil valve element 18 can pull up in connection with the concave section

23 of the up metallic foil valve element 17 deforming the above-mentioned fixed part 49 with cell

internal pressure like the fixed part 32 of the explosion-proof obturation board of the gestalt of the 1st

operation ] 3 1. Since it can prevent certainly that the breaking strength 0f********3i varies by the

malleability of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 by that cause, when ******** 31 reaches

predetermined cell internal pressure, it varies, and is fractured certainly [ there is nothing and ].

[0058] Below, the manufacture method of the explosion-proof obturation board concerning the gestalt of

the 1st or the 2nd operation is explained. Drawing 7 (a) shows the process which welds each

predetermined part of the metal case 22 and the lower metallic foil valve element 18 mutually, and

forms a fixed part 32. The lower metallic foil valve element 18 which formed beforehand the separation

line part 29, air holes 3OA and 30A, and ******** 3 1 in the metal case 22, or the lower metallic foil

valve element 18 which formed the perforation 48 in addition to the above-mentioned composition is

inserted, then, the metal case 22 and the lower metallic foil valve element 18 - optical passage -- a hole

-- the fixture 57 which has 57a, and the fixture 58 which has space 58a for heat evacuation -- from both

sides - inserting ~ attaching ~ the predetermined part of the metal case 22 -- the optical passage from

the laser-welding machine 54 — a hole — a laser beam is irradiated through 57a, laser welding of the

periphery side contiguity part and the metal case 22 of ******** 31 in the lower metallic foil valve

element 18 is carried out mutually Here, since both the metal cases 22 and periphery portions of the

lower metallic foil valve element 18 that are the mutual part which should be welded are flat sides, even

if it does not press directly, it sticks without a crevice, and laser welding can be carried out convenient.

[0059] At the following process, a connection 28 is formed both the metallic foil valve element 17 and

between 18. As shown in drawing 7 (b), an insulating gasket 19 and the up metallic foil valve element

17 are inserted one by one into the metal case 22, an insulating gasket 19 is intervened and each

periphery portion of both the metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18 is piled up. The metal case 22 is

intervened with the up-and-down fixtures 52 and 53, each periphery portion of both the metallic foil

valve elements 17 and 18 that intervene and piled up the insulating gasket 19 is pinched, and it fixes.

[0060] the next ~ the predetermined part of the contact portions of the concave section 23 and the height

27 -- optical passage of the laser-welding machine 54 to the up fixture 52 ~ a hole — through 52a, a laser

beam is irradiated, and carries out laser welding, and a connection 28 is formed If the up metallic foil

valve element 17 is inserted into the metal case 22 and the periphery portion of the up metallic foil valve

element 17 is laid on an insulating gasket 19 as shown in drawing 7 (b), the points of each concave

section 23 and height 27 of the metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18 of the upper part and the lower

part will contact mutually. That is, the height 27 of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 and the
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concave section 23 of the up metallic foil valve element 17 are set as the size relation of dl+d2>D, when

thickness of d2 and an insulating gasket 19 is set [ the protrusion size from the periphery section upper

surface of the lower metallic foil valve element 18 to the nose of cam of the height 27 ] to D for the

protrusion size from the periphery subordinate side of dl and the up metallic foil valve element 17 to

concave section 23 nose of cam.

[0061] The metal case 22 is intervened with the up-and-down fixtures 52 and 53, each periphery portion

of both the metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18 that intervene and piled up the above-mentioned

insulating gasket 19 is pinched, and it fixes. At this time, the concave section 23 and the height 27 are

stir-fried slightly, and those each grades of a point are strongly forced mutually according to the stability

by ****, and are stuck to the state where there is no crevice so that clearly from the size relation of the

above-mentioned dl+d2>D. the next - the predetermined part of the contact portions of the concave

section 23 and the height 27 - optical passage of the laser-welding machine 54 to the up fixture 52 - a

hole -- through 52a, a laser beam is irradiated, and carries out laser welding, and a connection 28 is

formed

[0062] By the way, laser welding can form a welding with high welding intensity, and when the rigid

body and the thickness of a weldment-ed are large, it can be welded convenient from itself not

deforming. However, since the thickness of about 0.1-0. 15mm of the metallic foil valve elements 17 and

18 which are the weldments-ed in this invention is thin and they are easy to deform, although they are

faced carrying out laser welding and need to hold such weld-zone-ed grades in the adhesion state

mutually, they cannot perform what sticks those weld-zone-ed grades by the means which pushes a

fixture from both sides, because - one fixture -- passage of a laser beam - it is because the space for

avoiding a thermal effect is needed for the irradiation part of a laser beam [ in / the fixture of another

side / for a hole
] ?

respectively If a crevice is generated at weld-zone-ed grade, defects, like heat

conduction from weld-zone-ed material to the weld-zone-ed material of another side becomes

inadequate, and poor welding and a hole open while a laser beam can be irradiated will arise.

[0063] On the other hand, by the manufacture method of this invention, since the concave section 23 and

the height 27 of both the metallic foil valve elements 17 and 18 which are a weldment-ed were set as the

size relation of dl+d2>D as mentioned above to thickness D of an insulating gasket 19, the concave

section 23 and the height 27 can hold each points to adhesion, without using a maintenance means.

Therefore, poor welding and punching do not arise and the firm connection 28 can be formed with the

sufficient yield. In addition, an explosion-proof obturation board is manufactured after the process of

drawing 7 according to the same process as usual.

[0064]

[Effect of the Invention] as mentioned above, since it considered as the composition which sets up the

breaking strength of ******** with the length of the straight line which connects between each hole

edge sections of the air hole of a couple according to the explosion-proof obturation board for closed

mold cells of this invention, ******** can set correctly only the part to which length was markedly

alike and became short as breaking strength predetermined by big thickness, and since it is easy,

dispersion does not produce in breaking strength that the air hole of a couple forms the interval correctly

Therefore, this explosion-proof obturation board can acquire high reliability in the circuit-break-voltage

force while it is excellent in mass-production nature.

[0065] According to the manufacture method of the explosion-proof obturation board for closed mold

cells concerning this invention, a firm fixed part can be certainly formed by sticking without a crevice

the metal case and the periphery portion of a lower metallic foil valve element which are both flat sides,

and carrying out laser welding. Moreover, a firm connection without poor welding and punching can be

formed with the sufficient yield by sticking the points grade of each concave section of both the metallic

foil valve element, and the height in the state where there is no crevice, and carrying out laser welding.

[Translation done.]
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